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Encountering paradoxes
Paradoxes are a basic part of life and of evolution.

A paradox is a contradiction in which you take sides – both sides.
One half of the paradox proposes the other.

Dwelling with paradoxes, riding with the dichotomy,
is like embarking on a sort of voyage:

“You come out knowing something you didn’t know before,
something about the nature of where you are in the universe.”

Gregory	Bateson



Platypus	(Ornithorhynchus	paradoxus,	1800)









Staying with the trouble

Donna Haraway is impatient with two common responses
to the horrors of the Anthropocene:

• A comic faith in techno-fixes
(technology will somehow come to the rescue)

• A cynical position that the game is over, it’s too late



DOUBLE BIND



The bread-and-butter-fly

Through	the	Looking-Glass,	 Lewis	Carroll	(1832-1898)





• A double bind is a pattern in which
there seems no solution for escape.

• On the other side of it, there is an other stage of wisdom.
• A double bind motivates evolution:

finding a third alternative to survive.
• It is a creative imperative. It’s the moment when

– because this doesn’t work, and that doesn’t work – something 
else needs to be improvised.

Nora	Bateson



• contradictory adaptation
• dirty trick of nature
• The experience of double 

bind may actually
promote creativity





The skill of ‘mindful schizophrenia’

‘I've always been crazy
but it’s kept me from going insane’

Waylon	Jennings



TW0 DIFFERENT VOICES



Joyful sorrow

Arvo	Pärt	– Für Alina



Björk	interviewing Arvo Pärt,	1997



The Work that Reconnects

On one level, it’s to help people be better activists –
more resilient, creative, responsible and effective. 

On a more ultimate level, I’m doing it so that
when things fall apart, we won’t turn on each other.

If we are going to go out, then we can do it with some 
nobility, generosity and beauty, so we do not fall into 
shock and fear.

Joanna	Macy



Joanna	Macy in	Widening Circles,	2016



…that knife edge of uncertainty…

• to work to avert that we turn on each other,

and

• to see crisis as an opportunity for creativity.
Going to pieces can open us up to new perceptions
and responses (‘staying with the trouble’)





DISTANCE TO BEAUTY



Sara, art teacher on the Åland Islands:

“Today one of the youngsters sighed and said, I’m so tired of 
saving the world. Can't we do something else for a change?

In the classes there has been one environmental problem after the 
other that we’ve tried to understand and come up with a solution 
for. Too many crises. And I see that the disasters that our 
civilization has built up are now thrown in the arms of the young 
generation.

It rolls over them through every media, and it probably just makes 
them numb. After this boy said he was tired of saving the world, I 
realized we’ve got to work the other way around. Through learning 
to stop and give beauty time, one probably saves the world a little.”



Moral actions
Beautiful actions

Arne	Naess
Photo:
PetterMejlænder





The Little Prince
Antoine	de	Saint-Exupery



‘If you want to build a ship, don't drum up people to collect wood
and don't assign them tasks and work, but rather teach them
to long for the endless immensity of the sea.’

Antoine	de	Saint-Exupery



The ecological emotion

Psychologist	James	Hillman:

• ‘We must first be moved by beauty. For then love is aroused.
When you love something, then you want it near, not to be harmed.’

• ‘Beauty astounds and pulls the heart’s focus toward the object, out of ourselves,
out of this human-centred insanity toward wanting to keep the cosmos there
for another spring and another morning.
This is the ecological emotion, and it is aesthetic and political at once.’



Aesthetic 

The word ‘aesthetic’ comes from the Greek aisthesis, 
literally, perception by the senses, sensory awareness.
To take in the world through the senses-
central part of the experience we call aesthetic.  



Aesthetics and anesthetics

• Opening up
(sense of wonder)

versus

• psychic numbing
and cognitive dissonance



The ecological crisis as an aesthetic crisis

• It is established that we are in the midst of an ecological crisis. I would argue that we also 
find ourselves in aesthetic crisis and that these two states are fundamentally related. If this 
is the case we need to ask how artists should respond.

• we have “lost touch” in many ways. The extraction industry sucking the earth dry, people 
gorging on cardboard food until there are obscene levels of obesity and heart disease, nature 
packaged up in parks and zoos whilst our cities become places of hard cold concrete, steel 
and mirrored glass, virtual relationships in abstract space, legislation that limits physical 
contact with each other, a loss of intimacy at the same time as a massive growth in the sex 
industry, a neurotic fear of death… all describe a breakdown or a spreading numbness; an 
inability to sense or feel; a dulling of the senses. An aesthetic crisis.

Alan	Boldon



It all starts with direct experience



• In the truly aesthetic experience, the viewer
and the viewed are one.
• There is no distinction of self and object …

the two are so fully integrated that each disappears.

• John Dewey, Art as experience

• y



Andy	Goldsworthy,	in	Rivers	and	Tides,	2001



‘The very thing that brings the work to life,
is the thing that will cause its death.’



WHERE DOES ART COME 
IN?



• Apathy as a ‘miracle of protection’.
When we are in utter fiasco this is where
we can rest until we can do something else.

• Humans do care: they have capacity for 
profound reparation through accessing their 
creative engagement with the world.
But what people care about won’t naturally 
translate into action. 

Renee	Lertzman
Climate,	Energy	and	Environment	Consultant	

Environmental melancholia



American	dancer	Isadora	Duncan:

If	I	could	tell	you	what	it	meant,
there	would	be	no	point	in	dancing	it.

The irreducibility of the artistic expression



Encountering art and doing art



The purpose of art
is to make the familiar unfamiliar

Russian critic Viktor Shklovsky, 1917







What is the stone telling you?



‘No one asks whether I might not be interested in 
evoking the whole world of colour in people, as 
counter-image…
…to provoke in them a world of light:
a super-sensible, spiritual world, through something 
that looks quite different.

One can only create after-images
by not doing what is already there.’

Beuys in an interview

Joseph	Beuys



Getting lost

‘...to be lost is to be fully present,
and to be fully present is to be capable
of being in uncertainty and mystery.’

‘The job of artists is to open doors and to invite in the 
unknown, the unfamiliar.
To calculate on the unforeseen is perhaps exactly the 
paradoxical operation that life most requires of us.’

Rebecca	Solnit



• Engaging in an open-ended process
• Undergoing defamiliarization
• Providing enabling constraints
• Inviting for emergent properties
• Doing what is not already there

Art as a gateway?



Message	in	a	bottle
(1975)
Walker	Percy

The grammar of fantasy



Metaphor as mistake

• The blue dollar hawk

• The Blue Darter (Cooper’s hawk)

‘Often the wrongness of a metaphor
seems the very reason for its beauty . . .
beauty seems proportionate
to its wrongness or outlandishness.’



One electrical pole is not enough to cause a spark. It takes two.

The single word acts only, when it encounters a second
that provokes it and compels it to leave the track of habit
and to discover new possibilities of meaning.

In the fantastic binominal, the words are not taken in their daily meaning, 
but freed from the verbal chains.
They are ‘estranged’, ‘shifted’, thrown against one another
in a sky that has never been seen before.

dollar & bird
The mind is born out of struggle, not out of tranquillity. Gianni	Rodari

The	Grammar	of	Fantasy,	1996	(1973)





Bridge of	Spies



Novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald (1936):

‘The test of a first-rate intelligence is 
the ability to hold two opposed ideas in 
the mind at the same time, and still 
retain the ability to function.’

‘One should, for example, be able to 
see that things are hopeless
and yet be determined
to make them otherwise. ‘



• ‘The significant problems we 
have cannot be solved at the 
same level of thinking
with which we created them.’

Einstein



Jan	van	Boeckel
janvanboeckel.wordpress.com
janvanboeckel@gmail.com

Image:
The	Gloaming,	2013







‘ . . because they could see it almost any night, perhaps they will never see it’.'



‘A concept is not thinkable without its 
opposite. Concepts are, as a rule, conceptual 
binominals. Opposition belongs intrinsically to 
them, there is no such thing as a concept in 
itself.’

Example: chaos and cosmos

Paul	Klee (1879–1940)	



Joan	Halifax,	Buddhist	teacher	and	pioneer	 in	end-of-life	care


